**SPORTS DAILY**

Jason Whitlock wants you to know this about pop culture: It's pervasive, insaciable and powerful enough to override good parenting. | DI

**FYI**

Get the details on omega-3 fatty acid and why eating more fish is good for our hearts and other body parts. | PI

**SPORTS DAILY**

Former M&T standout Lisa Kristin is Friday high in Denver with all-star Carmelo Anthony and Allen Iverson. | DI

---

**THE KANSAS CITY STAR.**

**SHAKEN CAMPUS FINDS STRENGTH IN NUMBERS**

At a candlelight vigil Tuesday night on the campus of Virginia Tech, speakers urged those in attendance to find solace in one another.

---

**HEROES RECALLED**

Professor Liviu Librescu, a Holocaust survivor, was among the people whose selfless acts prevented even more deaths. | A6

**A LOSS FOR US ALL**

Monday’s violence cut short the lives of youths whose futures held much promise and others who had made great achievements. | A5

**SILENCE IS DEADLY**

Mike Hindes specialty was that unless we do more to restrict guns, history will repeat itself. | B1

---

**PROSECUTORS TRY STRATEGY FOR A STIFTER SENTENCE**

They hope a new theory under child-worm law will add years for defendants.

---

**WEAPONS PLANT LOCATION PICKED**

Bannister plant would move to site near Richards-Gebaur if plan meets approval.

---

**WHEN WE want the world to know we are Virginia Tech... We will survive.”**

The message after Monday’s massacre: “We want the world to know we are Virginia Tech... We will survive.”

---

**WEAPONS PLANT LOCATION PICKED**

Bannister plant would move to site near Richards-Gebaur if plan meets approval.

---

**Morbid, isolated, deadly**

Gunnar’s writings disturbed classmates.

---

**TOMORROW IN PREVIEW: CHRIS DAUGHERTY IS AMERICAN IDOL’S LATEST LOVABLE LOSER, AND HE’S COMING TO TOWN.**

---

**TODAY'S WEATHER: HIGH 67, LOW 51, A NICE DAY, PARTIALLY CLOUDY, FORECAST | D8**
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